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“My Father’s Dragon”
By Ruth Stiles Gannett
J MR GAN
The protagonist of this book is the narrator’s father.
As a boy, Elmer Elevator ran away to Wild Island to
rescue a baby Dragon. The story continues in two
books following this Newbery Honor.

“Superfairies” series
By Janey Louise Jones
J MR JON (Series)
In Peaseblossom Woods, the Superfairies have
banded together to save animals that are in trouble.
Rose, Silk, Berry, and Star use their special
superpowers, petal power, and love.

“Robin Hood”
By Rob Lloyd Jones
J MR JON
Learn about the figure of Robin Hood and his Merry
Men as they go on adventures. The end matter
contains an explanation about the basis of the legend.

“Rainbow Magic” series
By Daisy Meadows
J MR MEA (Series)
Ranging from The School Day Fairies to Fashion
Fairies, each set of seven fairies has something
special about them!

“Happily Ever After”
By Anna Quindlen
J MR QUI
Kate is magically poofed into fairy tale land one day
while holding her baseball mitt. She’s sure to shake
things up with dragon fighting and baseball playing.

“The Knights’ Tales” series
By Gerald Morris
J MR MOR (Series)
For fans of Arthurian Legends comes Morris’
fascinating retellings of them. Filled with both
comedy and wonder, knights’ tales are told.

“Dragon Masters” series
By Tracey West
J MR WES
Drake is taken to the castle by King Roland’s soldier.
He and three others are told that they are to be
Dragon Masters-in-training. Will they have what it
takes to unleash their dragons’ powers?

“Rumplestiltskin”
By Paul O. Zelinsky
J 398.2 ZEL
This Caldecott Honor book contains Zelinsky’s
intricate oil paintings alongside a retelling of the
Grimms’ classic tale. What will the poor miller’s
daughter do when she has to spin straw into gold?

“Secrets of Droon” series
By Tony Abbott
J MR ABB (Series)
A tiny room under the stairs is actually a passage to a
magical world! Eric, Julie, and Neal learn to navigate
this new land and help Princess Keeah.

“Dragonology”
By Dugald Steer
J 398.24 DRA / OverDrive
Do you believe in dragons? Dragonologist Ernest
Drake compiled this book to give you a look into the
fact and fiction of dragon existence.
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